Definition - Tyre and Rim
Sizing
This page lists the different systems of sizing tyres on bicycles. All examples provided use the
same sizes where possible.

French System
The most common sizing system that is used when buying tyres or innertubes is the “French”
system. This system is what is normally displayed on the outer rim of tyres, and also on innertube
boxes in Europe.
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The letter code is a range of letters from “A” to “D”, which was originally used to refer to the
width of the tyre with “A” referring to a narrow tyre, and “D” to a wide tyre. This is roughly true
with modern tyres, but “D” is not very often, if ever, used.

ISO / European Tyre and Rim
Technical Organisation (ETRTO)
System (Tyre)
The system outlined in ISO 5755-1:2014 is a very similar format to the French format, which
measures the height of the wheel and its width. This measurement format specifically excludes
the size of the rim of the tyre, which is measured separately
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